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Another successful summer at SimAirline.net is drawing to aAnother successful summer at SimAirline.net is drawing to a close, and with it close, and with it 
dozens of new routes and additional flights. Many hopeful futuredozens of new routes and additional flights. Many hopeful future airline pilots took airline pilots took 
part of the season to undergo flight training to start their airpart of the season to undergo flight training to start their airline careers. Two of line careers. Two of 
these, Ali these, Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid, and Nick Anderson have teamed up to write an exclusive for , and Nick Anderson have teamed up to write an exclusive for 
LatitudeLatitude about the process. I hope you find this feature informative andabout the process. I hope you find this feature informative and inspirational inspirational 
for your own career ambitions.for your own career ambitions.

Also in this issue, weAlso in this issue, we’’ll be looking at the most exclusive of flightsll be looking at the most exclusive of flights——flight 1. Many flight 1. Many 
of our airlines have opted to christen a specific route with thiof our airlines have opted to christen a specific route with this number, and I s number, and I 
thought it would be interesting to look at each of those flightsthought it would be interesting to look at each of those flights individually. In individually. In 
addition, a separate article will look at the shortaddition, a separate article will look at the short--lived operations of the Concorde by lived operations of the Concorde by 
airlines other than Air France and British Airways.airlines other than Air France and British Airways.

As a new extension for As a new extension for The Tail SectionThe Tail Section, I thought it would be fun to have a , I thought it would be fun to have a 
monthly trivia contest about SimAirline.net. Three questions wilmonthly trivia contest about SimAirline.net. Three questions will be found on the l be found on the 
last page of each last page of each LatitudeLatitude, with one fleet question, one flights question, and one , with one fleet question, one flights question, and one 
miscellaneous question. One answer can be submitted per person tmiscellaneous question. One answer can be submitted per person through a special hrough a special 

topic in the topic in the Latitude DiscussionLatitude Discussion section on section on 
the Message Boards, with the winners to the Message Boards, with the winners to 
be announced in the following monthbe announced in the following month’’s s 
issue. I hope you enjoy this new feature, issue. I hope you enjoy this new feature, 
and Iand I’’m always interested in hearing your m always interested in hearing your 
ideas for more.ideas for more.

Happy Flying!Happy Flying!

Aaron RobinsonAaron Robinson
aaron.robinson@simairline.netaaron.robinson@simairline.net
AOL Instant Messenger: AOL Instant Messenger: SimAirlineNetSimAirlineNet
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LatitudeLatitude welcomes the opinions of its readers to issues raised in the mawelcomes the opinions of its readers to issues raised in the magazine. Letters should be gazine. Letters should be 
directed to directed to latitude@simairline.netlatitude@simairline.net. SimAirline.net will not print anonymous letters, but names wil. SimAirline.net will not print anonymous letters, but names will be l be 
withheld upon request. withheld upon request. LatitudeLatitude reserves the right to edit letters as it sees fit and does not reserves the right to edit letters as it sees fit and does not guarantee guarantee 
publication.publication.

Despite 9,000 miles separating them, the Despite 9,000 miles separating them, the 
training programs of both Ali training programs of both Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid and and 
Nick Anderson were very similar, and included Nick Anderson were very similar, and included 
spin recovery (pictured above).spin recovery (pictured above).



NNEWS EWS BBRIEFSRIEFS
Anderson Named New Delta CEOAnderson Named New Delta CEO
Former Northwest Airlines CEO and recently appointed Delta Air LFormer Northwest Airlines CEO and recently appointed Delta Air Lines board member Richard Anderson was elected ines board member Richard Anderson was elected 
as Deltaas Delta’’s new CEO to replace the retiring Gerald Grinstein, effective 1 s new CEO to replace the retiring Gerald Grinstein, effective 1 September. Anderson was quick to deny any September. Anderson was quick to deny any 
intentions for a merger with Northwest. CFO Ed Bastian added Preintentions for a merger with Northwest. CFO Ed Bastian added President to his titles, while COO Jim Whitehurst sident to his titles, while COO Jim Whitehurst 
resigned from the airline.resigned from the airline.

Alitalia Announces New Chairman, Restructuring PlanAlitalia Announces New Chairman, Restructuring Plan
Alitalia named former Alitalia named former FinmeccanicaFinmeccanica executive Maurizio Prato as its new chairman following executive Maurizio Prato as its new chairman following BerardinoBerardino LibonatiLibonati’’ss
resignation the just before a board meeting. The board of directresignation the just before a board meeting. The board of directorsors’’ new plan involved additional job cuts, longhaul new plan involved additional job cuts, longhaul 
route restructuring and trimming restructuring to a singleroute restructuring and trimming restructuring to a single--hub structure around Rome, a surprising move given that the hub structure around Rome, a surprising move given that the 
Milan region is one of the wealthiest in the entire world.Milan region is one of the wealthiest in the entire world.

Pacific Blue to Begin Domestic New Zealand FlightsPacific Blue to Begin Domestic New Zealand Flights
Pacific Blue, a subsidiary of Virgin Blue, will begin service wiPacific Blue, a subsidiary of Virgin Blue, will begin service within New Zealand on 15 November with twenty daily thin New Zealand on 15 November with twenty daily 
flights. Two toflights. Two to--bebe--delivered 737delivered 737--800s will fly between Auckland, Christchurch, and Wellington.800s will fly between Auckland, Christchurch, and Wellington.

Midwest Airlines Bought by TPG, NorthwestMidwest Airlines Bought by TPG, Northwest
In a final thwarting of In a final thwarting of AirTranAirTran AirwaysAirways’’ hostile takeover bid, Midwest Airlineshostile takeover bid, Midwest Airlines’’ board of directors has agreed to a buyout board of directors has agreed to a buyout 
offer by the Texas Pacific Group (TPG) and Northwest Airlines atoffer by the Texas Pacific Group (TPG) and Northwest Airlines at a price of $450 million. Northwest has indicated it a price of $450 million. Northwest has indicated it 
would be a would be a ““passive investorpassive investor”” and and ““will not participate in the management or control of Midwest.will not participate in the management or control of Midwest.”” The deal closed after The deal closed after 
AirTranAirTran’’ss final and binding offer was exceeded by the TPG and Northwest.final and binding offer was exceeded by the TPG and Northwest.

British Airways and Korean Air Pay Conspiracy FinesBritish Airways and Korean Air Pay Conspiracy Fines
Last yearLast year’’s uncovering of multis uncovering of multi--year cargo and passenger surcharge priceyear cargo and passenger surcharge price--fixing led to major fines imposed by European fixing led to major fines imposed by European 
Union and U.S. regulators against British Airways and Korean AirUnion and U.S. regulators against British Airways and Korean Air. The two airlines will together pay over $800 million . The two airlines will together pay over $800 million 
in fines over the next few years. Qantas Airways has also set asin fines over the next few years. Qantas Airways has also set aside money to pay expected fineside money to pay expected fines

SkyTeam ExpandsSkyTeam Expands
Air Air EuropaEuropa, Copa Airlines, and Kenya Airways will join SkyTeam on 1 Septem, Copa Airlines, and Kenya Airways will join SkyTeam on 1 September as associate members. Future ber as associate members. Future 
announced members include China Southern Airlines, Middle East Aannounced members include China Southern Airlines, Middle East Airlines, and irlines, and TaromTarom..

Brazilian Airline Industry, ATC System in DisarrayBrazilian Airline Industry, ATC System in Disarray
The head of the Brazilian national airport authority The head of the Brazilian national airport authority InfraeroInfraero, Jose Carlos Pereira, was replaced by Space Agency , Jose Carlos Pereira, was replaced by Space Agency 
President Sergio Mauricio President Sergio Mauricio BritoBrito GaudenziGaudenzi. Following last month. Following last month’’s TAM crash in Sao Paulo, Pereira dismissed s TAM crash in Sao Paulo, Pereira dismissed 
suggestions that Brazil had ATC problems. The countrysuggestions that Brazil had ATC problems. The country’’s ATC problems have worsened significantly in recent months s ATC problems have worsened significantly in recent months 
and have led to losses at the countryand have led to losses at the country’’s largest airlines, s largest airlines, GolGol and TAM.and TAM.

FrontierFrontier’’s Potter to Departs Potter to Depart
Frontier Airlines CEO Jeff Potter will depart from the airline oFrontier Airlines CEO Jeff Potter will depart from the airline on 6 September to take n 6 September to take ““a new position outside the airline a new position outside the airline 
industry.industry.”” Potter was part of FrontierPotter was part of Frontier’’s management since 1995, excepting for a brief hiatus in 2000s management since 1995, excepting for a brief hiatus in 2000--2002, when he was 2002, when he was 
President and CEO of nowPresident and CEO of now--closed Vanguard Airlines. Former Frontier COO Sean closed Vanguard Airlines. Former Frontier COO Sean MenkeMenke, who moved to Air Canada in , who moved to Air Canada in 
2005, was announced as Potter2005, was announced as Potter’’s replacement.s replacement.

Russia to Expand Aerospace IndustryRussia to Expand Aerospace Industry
The Russian government announced that it would spend $250 billioThe Russian government announced that it would spend $250 billion to support Russian to support Russia’’s aviation sector in hopes of s aviation sector in hopes of 
reviving the once heavily statereviving the once heavily state--supported industry following financial difficulties after the ensupported industry following financial difficulties after the end of the Cold War.d of the Cold War.
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scared at first, and just as Dale cut the power, my heart scared at first, and just as Dale cut the power, my heart 
was beating. It took a few times to get used to it and was beating. It took a few times to get used to it and 
actually feel the aircraft, but then it was fine.actually feel the aircraft, but then it was fine.

On my next flight (spin recovery), I asked if we could On my next flight (spin recovery), I asked if we could 
do a few stall recoveries before the spin, and I climbed do a few stall recoveries before the spin, and I climbed 
to 3500 feet and as I was doing my HASELLL checks to 3500 feet and as I was doing my HASELLL checks 
(Height, Airframe configuration, Security in cockpit, (Height, Airframe configuration, Security in cockpit, 
Engine performance, Location, Landing field for Engine performance, Location, Landing field for 
emergency, Looking out for traffic) I smelled some emergency, Looking out for traffic) I smelled some 
burning and a split second later, saw smoke coming in burning and a split second later, saw smoke coming in 
from underneath the instrument panel.from underneath the instrument panel.

My instructor took control; I was almost freaking out My instructor took control; I was almost freaking out 
but somehow felt safe. He radioed that webut somehow felt safe. He radioed that we’’re attempting re attempting 
to make a forced landing at nearby to make a forced landing at nearby MosselMossel Bay. To my Bay. To my 
shock he gave me control (he had cut the power for shock he gave me control (he had cut the power for 
safety just as we detected the smoke) and said safety just as we detected the smoke) and said ““Land!Land!””
As we approached the runway threshold he turned the As we approached the runway threshold he turned the 
magnetos off and I glided the plane to a landing.magnetos off and I glided the plane to a landing.

As we vacated the runway, we both hopped out of As we vacated the runway, we both hopped out of 
the aircraft and pushed it to a parking bay. What had the aircraft and pushed it to a parking bay. What had 
happened was that due to an incorrectly installed battery, happened was that due to an incorrectly installed battery, 
the choke cable was rubbing against the battery terminal.the choke cable was rubbing against the battery terminal.

This shortened it and caused it to overheat, melting This shortened it and caused it to overheat, melting 
the isolating plastic and producing the smell and smoke. the isolating plastic and producing the smell and smoke. 
Ironically enough, just the night before I was watching Ironically enough, just the night before I was watching 
an Air Crash Investigation episode about the 1998 an Air Crash Investigation episode about the 1998 
Swissair 111 crash which had an onboard cockpit fire. I Swissair 111 crash which had an onboard cockpit fire. I 
later decided not to watch those again.later decided not to watch those again.

The aircraft was grounded for three days for repairsThe aircraft was grounded for three days for repairs

--continued on page 6continued on page 6--
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I havenI haven’’t been flying on Flight Simulator much lately, t been flying on Flight Simulator much lately, 
but since I started with FS95 Ibut since I started with FS95 I’’ve developed skills and ve developed skills and 
knowledge that have helped my initial flight training go knowledge that have helped my initial flight training go 
by smoothly and quickly. Iby smoothly and quickly. I’’d like to add that doing ATC d like to add that doing ATC 
and flying on VATSIM online really helped a lot with and flying on VATSIM online really helped a lot with 
radio communications.radio communications.

II’’m undergoing flight training at Cape Flying Services m undergoing flight training at Cape Flying Services 
in George, South Africa. I fly an in George, South Africa. I fly an IkarusIkarus C42, a GermanC42, a German--
built aircraft. The first day I arrived at the flight school, I built aircraft. The first day I arrived at the flight school, I 
had two lectures and was then ready to fly. We received had two lectures and was then ready to fly. We received 
our clearance, and as we lifted off from Runway 11, our clearance, and as we lifted off from Runway 11, 
turned left to a heading of 330, and my instructor, Dale, turned left to a heading of 330, and my instructor, Dale, 
gave me control of the aircraft. This intro flight was just gave me control of the aircraft. This intro flight was just 
for familiarization of the cockpit and surrounding area.for familiarization of the cockpit and surrounding area.

On final approach, I still had control of the aircraft, On final approach, I still had control of the aircraft, 
with just my instructorwith just my instructor’’s feet on standby over the rudder s feet on standby over the rudder 
pedals, I landed my very first real flight, at which point pedals, I landed my very first real flight, at which point 
my instructor then took control and requested a touch my instructor then took control and requested a touch 
and go.and go.

As we were on our downwind leg, he called tower As we were on our downwind leg, he called tower 
and said and said ““Did you see this last landing? It was a student Did you see this last landing? It was a student 
pilot on his very first intro flight.pilot on his very first intro flight.”” Another touch and Another touch and 
go, and I got control for the final full stop landing. After go, and I got control for the final full stop landing. After 
that, he told me that hethat, he told me that he’’ll get me soloed in less than two ll get me soloed in less than two 
weeksweeks’’ time.time.

Our next flight was to learn the responses of the Our next flight was to learn the responses of the 
primary flight controls. Climbs, descents, shallow, primary flight controls. Climbs, descents, shallow, 
medium, and steep turns were in the following lessons. medium, and steep turns were in the following lessons. 
All went fine, and thanks to my experience on VATSIM, All went fine, and thanks to my experience on VATSIM, 
on my second flight, I was already managing the radio. on my second flight, I was already managing the radio. 
Our next exercise was stall recovery, which got meOur next exercise was stall recovery, which got me

Cairo to CapeCairo to Cape
Ali Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid
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--continued from page 5continued from page 5--

and I again made my spin flight. All went well and I and I again made my spin flight. All went well and I 
suddenly found myself advancing to circuits and suddenly found myself advancing to circuits and 
landings. I had to clear two exams (Air Law and landings. I had to clear two exams (Air Law and 
Principles of Flight) before I could fly solo, and Principles of Flight) before I could fly solo, and 
Dale said that if I cleared them, IDale said that if I cleared them, I’’d solo two days d solo two days 
later.later.

Unfortunately, the weather wasnUnfortunately, the weather wasn’’t in my favor, t in my favor, 
but I did pass both exams. 12 August was my but I did pass both exams. 12 August was my 
expected big day, but for those crosswinds we had expected big day, but for those crosswinds we had 
and my weird lineand my weird line--up procedures, I was way more up procedures, I was way more 
than sure that I wouldnthan sure that I wouldn’’t go that day.t go that day.

Suddenly, he contacted the tower and said Suddenly, he contacted the tower and said 
““Tower, apologies, this will be a fullTower, apologies, this will be a full--stop landing for stop landing for 
studentstudent’’s first solo.s first solo.”” I couldnI couldn’’t believe him and told t believe him and told 
him that Ihim that I’’m not going alone in those crosswinds, to m not going alone in those crosswinds, to 
which he replied which he replied ““None of your landings were any None of your landings were any 
close to dangerous, just fly like youclose to dangerous, just fly like you’’ve been flying. If ve been flying. If 
you think you cannot make it, go around. If your you think you cannot make it, go around. If your 
radio fails, land.radio fails, land.””

He left the plane, I got my taxi instructions and He left the plane, I got my taxi instructions and 
as I did my runas I did my run--up checks, I was just realizing that I up checks, I was just realizing that I 
was the pilotwas the pilot--inin--command and my life and the fate command and my life and the fate 
of that little of that little IkarusIkarus was between my own hands. I was between my own hands. I 
rolled for takeoff and I just flew as Irolled for takeoff and I just flew as I’’d been flying. It d been flying. It 
wasnwasn’’t any different from any other flight. I floated a t any different from any other flight. I floated a 
bit on landing, but it was a smooth touchdown, with bit on landing, but it was a smooth touchdown, with 
nine knots of crosswind. I broke the schoolnine knots of crosswind. I broke the school’’s s 
previous record of 12+ hours of dual to solo in just previous record of 12+ hours of dual to solo in just 
11.3 hours.11.3 hours.

Next were some real crosswind landings in Next were some real crosswind landings in 
gusting conditions, every five or six landings, but gusting conditions, every five or six landings, but 
none were close to dangerous, although I did get none were close to dangerous, although I did get 
caught in wind shear twice. In South Africa  a caught in wind shear twice. In South Africa  a 
student has to have his first three hours of solo in student has to have his first three hours of solo in 
the circuit after being checked out by the instructor.the circuit after being checked out by the instructor.

After that, I went for a flight with Dale to the After that, I went for a flight with Dale to the 
General Flying AreaGeneral Flying Area’’s boundaries and soloed there s boundaries and soloed there 
the following day. Stalls, spins, and steep turns the following day. Stalls, spins, and steep turns 
followed on dual, then solo (except for the spin). I followed on dual, then solo (except for the spin). I 
then did a dual flight for simulated forced landings, then did a dual flight for simulated forced landings, 
and as I was lining up on the runway to do the solo and as I was lining up on the runway to do the solo 
flight for that, I heard a weird noise coming from flight for that, I heard a weird noise coming from 
the landing gear. I contacted the tower and asked to the landing gear. I contacted the tower and asked to 
taxi back to hangar.taxi back to hangar.

Unfortunately, it was a brake disk that hadUnfortunately, it was a brake disk that had

broken, and the plane was grounded again. The next broken, and the plane was grounded again. The next 
day, the plane needed to be flown somewhere about day, the plane needed to be flown somewhere about 
150 miles to the west to be fixed. The school 150 miles to the west to be fixed. The school 
decided that Idecided that I’’d go with an instructor to drop off the d go with an instructor to drop off the 
plane and the hours would be logged in my logbook, plane and the hours would be logged in my logbook, 
but not taken from my account. In other words, they but not taken from my account. In other words, they 
were a free 4.2 hours total in experience for me! I were a free 4.2 hours total in experience for me! I 
finally finished my simulated forced landings solo finally finished my simulated forced landings solo 
flight and have only two more dual flights to go: flight and have only two more dual flights to go: 
navigation and pretest preparationnavigation and pretest preparation

ItIt’’s taken me less that one month to reach this s taken me less that one month to reach this 
stage, taking into account that the plane was stage, taking into account that the plane was 
grounded for a few days, and many other days the grounded for a few days, and many other days the 
weather wasnweather wasn’’t good enough to fly, so I would study t good enough to fly, so I would study 
instead. In total, I have 31 flights logged and will instead. In total, I have 31 flights logged and will 
finish my PPL in early September.finish my PPL in early September.

Dale said heDale said he’’ll use my extra dual hours to give me ll use my extra dual hours to give me 
conversions on other aircraft, which would be of a conversions on other aircraft, which would be of a 
great advantage for the future. Thatgreat advantage for the future. That’’s the fun part of s the fun part of 
learning to fly, but therelearning to fly, but there’’s the tough part toos the tough part too——the the 
theoretical the theoretical part of it.theoretical the theoretical part of it.

South AfricaSouth Africa’’s Civil Aviation Authority changed s Civil Aviation Authority changed 
the exam system for all PPL students, and I got to the exam system for all PPL students, and I got to 
be the second student at my school to write those be the second student at my school to write those 
exams. Theyexams. They’’re tough and tricky, and thus require a re tough and tricky, and thus require a 
lot of studying. If youlot of studying. If you’’re into it and love to fly, youre into it and love to fly, you’’ll ll 
just have fun studying all that stuff; itjust have fun studying all that stuff; it’’s knowing s knowing 
how everything happens and why ithow everything happens and why it’’s taking place s taking place 
that way. that way. 

Dale Williams (left) and Ali Dale Williams (left) and Ali AbouAbou--ZeidZeid
(right) before Ali(right) before Ali’’s first training flight.s first training flight.
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Thai Airways International is the twentyThai Airways International is the twenty--
first largest airline in the world and the first largest airline in the world and the 
seventh largest in Asia. The airline regularly seventh largest in Asia. The airline regularly 
receives high marks for its outstanding receives high marks for its outstanding 
service.service.

ThaiThai’’s operations are centered around its s operations are centered around its 
hub at the new Suvarnabhumi Airport in hub at the new Suvarnabhumi Airport in 
Bangkok, which opened late last year. This Bangkok, which opened late last year. This 
spring, the old Don Muang Airport reopened spring, the old Don Muang Airport reopened 
primarily for domestic flights after major primarily for domestic flights after major 
cracks occurred in the pavement at cracks occurred in the pavement at 
Suvarnabhumi.Suvarnabhumi.

Thai has been decreasing its domestic Thai has been decreasing its domestic 
presence in recent years, turning many of its presence in recent years, turning many of its 
destinations over to lowdestinations over to low--cost subsidiary Nok cost subsidiary Nok 
Air.Air.

Because of ThailandBecause of Thailand’’s location near the s location near the 
equator, the airline flies some of the longest equator, the airline flies some of the longest 
flights in the world. Its services from Bangkok flights in the world. Its services from Bangkok 
to New York Kennedy and Los Angeles are to New York Kennedy and Los Angeles are 
the thirdthe third-- and fourthand fourth--longest nonstop flights in longest nonstop flights in 
the world. Only Singapore Airlinesthe world. Only Singapore Airlines’’ competingcompeting

flights are longer.flights are longer.
Thai recently rebranded with a new livery, Thai recently rebranded with a new livery, 

featuring richer colors than its traditionalfeaturing richer colors than its traditional
livery, which was regarded as simple but livery, which was regarded as simple but 
beautiful.beautiful.

ThaiThai’’s logo is referred to as the s logo is referred to as the ““jumpeejumpee,,””
and includes elements of traditional Thai and includes elements of traditional Thai 
imagery. The gold comes from Thailandimagery. The gold comes from Thailand’’s s 
temples, and the purple and pink from the temples, and the purple and pink from the 
countrycountry’’s tropical orchids and famous silk.s tropical orchids and famous silk.

In connection with its logo, the airlineIn connection with its logo, the airline’’s s 
frequentfrequent--flier program is called Royal Orchid flier program is called Royal Orchid 
Plus, while the business class product is Plus, while the business class product is 
called Royal Silk Class.called Royal Silk Class.

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--ThaiThai’’s aircraft are all named after cities s aircraft are all named after cities 
around the country.around the country.
--Thai flies the thirdThai flies the third--largest passenger fleet of largest passenger fleet of 
A300s in the world.A300s in the world.
--Thai has not suffered an unprofitable year Thai has not suffered an unprofitable year 
since 1965.since 1965.

77

An A300-600R over Thailand

A 747-400 departing Sydney
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My dream has always been to fly and when I was 14, I My dream has always been to fly and when I was 14, I 
started taking lessons at the West Caldwell Airport in started taking lessons at the West Caldwell Airport in 
central New Jersey. Flying an airplane in the New York central New Jersey. Flying an airplane in the New York 
City area is like driving an 18City area is like driving an 18--wheeler in Los Angeles. I wheeler in Los Angeles. I 
was understandably nervous as this was my first time was understandably nervous as this was my first time 
flying an airplane and I was doing it in the busiest flying an airplane and I was doing it in the busiest 
airspace in the world. airspace in the world. 

As I climbed into the Diamond DAAs I climbed into the Diamond DA--20 in the freezing 20 in the freezing 
winter weather and went through the checklist, I knew winter weather and went through the checklist, I knew 
that some day Ithat some day I’’d be doing this in the cockpit of an d be doing this in the cockpit of an 
airliner. My first impression of the Diamond was that itairliner. My first impression of the Diamond was that it’’s s 
small and mosquitosmall and mosquito--like, but quite comfortable with like, but quite comfortable with 
leather seats, control sticks, and a throttle quadrant. It leather seats, control sticks, and a throttle quadrant. It 
was a relatively new airplane (maybe three years old), was a relatively new airplane (maybe three years old), 
very clean, and showed few sign of wear and tear.very clean, and showed few sign of wear and tear.

Takeoff in the Diamond is incredibly short and it gets Takeoff in the Diamond is incredibly short and it gets 
into the air in what feels like a hundred feet. Climbing into the air in what feels like a hundred feet. Climbing 
out of Caldwell over the suburban sprawl and into a out of Caldwell over the suburban sprawl and into a 
world filled with air traffic is overwhelming at first as world filled with air traffic is overwhelming at first as 
therethere’’s so much to do, but its so much to do, but it’’s also a lot of fun. The s also a lot of fun. The 
weather in New Jersey tends to be windy and I was weather in New Jersey tends to be windy and I was 
forced to do my first landing in a 15forced to do my first landing in a 15--knot crosswind with knot crosswind with 
a Beechcraft King Air in front of me going twice as fast.a Beechcraft King Air in front of me going twice as fast.

I took lessons off and on for a year at West Caldwell, I took lessons off and on for a year at West Caldwell, 
but it was often difficult to schedule flight time because but it was often difficult to schedule flight time because 
the demand for private planes and air time was so great the demand for private planes and air time was so great 
in this heavily populated area. We always had to schedule in this heavily populated area. We always had to schedule 
a lesson weeks in advance and then often had it cancelled a lesson weeks in advance and then often had it cancelled 
by poor weather.by poor weather.

An hour of flight time and the instructorAn hour of flight time and the instructor’’s fee usually s fee usually 
cost around $250 a lesson, a high rate due to the demandcost around $250 a lesson, a high rate due to the demand

Flying the DreamFlying the Dream
Nick AndersonNick Anderson

here. Plus, the instructors came and went. The here. Plus, the instructors came and went. The 
inconsistency was irritating because just as I was getting inconsistency was irritating because just as I was getting 
comfortable with the aircraft and instructor, it would comfortable with the aircraft and instructor, it would 
change again.change again.

Last year, I was in Iowa City, Iowa to visit my Last year, I was in Iowa City, Iowa to visit my 
grandparents, and we decided to take a drive out to the grandparents, and we decided to take a drive out to the 
local airport to see if they had a flight school. The local airport to see if they had a flight school. The 
contrast to West Caldwell airport was shocking the contrast to West Caldwell airport was shocking the 
minute we turned into the long treeminute we turned into the long tree--lined entrance to the lined entrance to the 
Iowa City Municipal Airport. The airport was quiet, Iowa City Municipal Airport. The airport was quiet, 
calm, and spacious.  We were greeted immediately by calm, and spacious.  We were greeted immediately by 
friendly smiles and a friendly smiles and a ““How can we help you?How can we help you?””

Within minutes my mom and I were climbing into a Within minutes my mom and I were climbing into a 
Cessna 172 for a free introductory flight. Soaring above Cessna 172 for a free introductory flight. Soaring above 
the green fields of Iowa farmland, I knew I wanted to the green fields of Iowa farmland, I knew I wanted to 
continue my training in this environment. The costs were continue my training in this environment. The costs were 
about half of that back east, plus an emergency landing about half of that back east, plus an emergency landing 
here would end up in a corn field instead of a crowded here would end up in a corn field instead of a crowded 
residential area.residential area.

A few months later, my family and I flew back to A few months later, my family and I flew back to 
Iowa (on Northwest), the beginning of accomplishing a Iowa (on Northwest), the beginning of accomplishing a 
dream. The next morning, I was at the airport in Iowa dream. The next morning, I was at the airport in Iowa 
City talking with my new instructor, Scott and beginning City talking with my new instructor, Scott and beginning 
two weeks of daily training.two weeks of daily training.

The first few days were a blur of pleasure and fun.  If The first few days were a blur of pleasure and fun.  If 
youyou’’ve ever flown the real thing youve ever flown the real thing you’’ll know the feeling ll know the feeling 
II’’m talking about. The ability to fly through the sky like m talking about. The ability to fly through the sky like 
the birds is incredible. Flying the Cessna 150 was very the birds is incredible. Flying the Cessna 150 was very 
different than the Diamonddifferent than the Diamond——the Cessna was cramped,the Cessna was cramped,

--continued on page 9continued on page 9--
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small, and old, but the view downward was not blocked by small, and old, but the view downward was not blocked by 
the wing. This would become a blessing later during dead the wing. This would become a blessing later during dead 
reckoning navigation, which requires finding waypoints on the reckoning navigation, which requires finding waypoints on the 
ground, hard to do in an airplane that has a wing blocking ground, hard to do in an airplane that has a wing blocking 
your view.your view.

Scott is one of the nicest and calmest guys IScott is one of the nicest and calmest guys I’’ve ever met. ve ever met. 
With a degree in finance from the University of Iowa, he With a degree in finance from the University of Iowa, he 
could be working in banking or investments. But he got the could be working in banking or investments. But he got the 
flight flight ““bugbug”” and prefers flying to business. He gave me and prefers flying to business. He gave me 
complete control of the plane immediately. I can still hear his complete control of the plane immediately. I can still hear his 
calm calm midwesternmidwestern drawl saying, drawl saying, ““YouYou’’ve got the airplane.ve got the airplane.””

The first few lessons were dedicated to just flying the The first few lessons were dedicated to just flying the 
airplane, climbing, descending, turning, takeoffs, and landings.airplane, climbing, descending, turning, takeoffs, and landings.
Landing is definitely the hardest part and it takes time to Landing is definitely the hardest part and it takes time to 
develop the develop the ““sight picture,sight picture,”” as Scott called it, during the flare. as Scott called it, during the flare. 

The last five seconds were theThe last five seconds were the
hardest for me since I didnhardest for me since I didn’’t like pitching upt like pitching up
so that I couldnso that I couldn’’t see the runway, and ended upt see the runway, and ended up
landing harder than I would have liked. landing harder than I would have liked. 

We later practiced more advanced maneuvers likeWe later practiced more advanced maneuvers like
stalls, crosswind landings, and even a spin.stalls, crosswind landings, and even a spin.
During ground training Scott had taught meDuring ground training Scott had taught me
about spins but I wanted to try the real thing, so he promised about spins but I wanted to try the real thing, so he promised 
to demonstrate a spin to me at some point. We were on our to demonstrate a spin to me at some point. We were on our 
way back from crosswind landing practice in nearby way back from crosswind landing practice in nearby 
Muscatine when he told me to climb to 5,000 feet so heMuscatine when he told me to climb to 5,000 feet so he’’d d 
have altitude to recover from a spin.have altitude to recover from a spin.

A spin occurs when one wing is more stalled than the A spin occurs when one wing is more stalled than the 
other. As the stall warning wailed, Scott kicked the rudder leftother. As the stall warning wailed, Scott kicked the rudder left
and in what felt like slow motion, the airplane dove and spun and in what felt like slow motion, the airplane dove and spun 
left. I had my camera in my hands set to take several shotsleft. I had my camera in my hands set to take several shots
during the spin, but almost as quickly as it had started we wereduring the spin, but almost as quickly as it had started we were
straight and level again.straight and level again.

Scott called my attention to the altimeter, which hadScott called my attention to the altimeter, which had
lost almost 1,000 feet. I was confused for lost almost 1,000 feet. I was confused for asecondasecond as I hadnas I hadn’’tt

felt us falling, but the altimeter doesnfelt us falling, but the altimeter doesn’’t lie. Wet lie. We’’d lost a d lost a 
thousand feet and I hadn't even felt it. That really thousand feet and I hadn't even felt it. That really 
demonstrated the danger of a spin to me.demonstrated the danger of a spin to me.

We had incredibly good weather in Iowa during my two We had incredibly good weather in Iowa during my two 
weeks of training. Every day was clear and warm and the only weeks of training. Every day was clear and warm and the only 
rain was at night. We flew all around eastern Iowa in the rain was at night. We flew all around eastern Iowa in the 
Cessna, following the Mississippi River to the hills of Prairie Cessna, following the Mississippi River to the hills of Prairie 
du du ChienChien, Wisconsin, over to Muscatine, which had the best , Wisconsin, over to Muscatine, which had the best 
runways Irunways I’’ve ever seen, to little towns like Burlington and ve ever seen, to little towns like Burlington and 
Washington.Washington.

On our last day of instruction, we flew a Cessna 172M On our last day of instruction, we flew a Cessna 172M 
equipped with a equipped with a GarminGarmin G1000 avionics system to Keokuk at G1000 avionics system to Keokuk at 
the southeastern tip of Iowa. As we landed among the vast the southeastern tip of Iowa. As we landed among the vast 
expanses of green fields, the only otherexpanses of green fields, the only other
person we saw was a man walking his dog along the distant person we saw was a man walking his dog along the distant 
runway. We stopped and visited with the airport manager who runway. We stopped and visited with the airport manager who 
was glad to have the company. Flying with the G1000 iswas glad to have the company. Flying with the G1000 is

great: all the information great: all the information 
you need is right there, it's got an autopilot you need is right there, it's got an autopilot 
which makes the cruise extremely easy. Once which makes the cruise extremely easy. Once 
you finish climbing you just turn on the you finish climbing you just turn on the 
autopilot, sit back and watch the miles roll autopilot, sit back and watch the miles roll 

off the huge off the huge LCDsLCDs in front in front 
of you. As Scott said it's a of you. As Scott said it's a 

little too easy, you get spoiled and that's true. Going back to little too easy, you get spoiled and that's true. Going back to 
the analog Cessna Cthe analog Cessna C--150 was like stepping back in time, 150 was like stepping back in time, 
everything was hard, you had to think. No autopilot, no GPS, everything was hard, you had to think. No autopilot, no GPS, 
no XM radio, you actually have to fly the plane. Personally I no XM radio, you actually have to fly the plane. Personally I 
love the G1000 system but it's too easy, I'd get lazy if I flew love the G1000 system but it's too easy, I'd get lazy if I flew it it 
all the time.all the time.

My two weeks of flight training in Iowa passed in what feltMy two weeks of flight training in Iowa passed in what felt
like five minutes and far too soon my fun was over and it was like five minutes and far too soon my fun was over and it was 
time to return to the crowded metropolis. Itime to return to the crowded metropolis. I’’ll turn 17 next ll turn 17 next 
April and will return to Iowa to finish my private pilot traininApril and will return to Iowa to finish my private pilot training g 
and earn my license. I still have a long way to go before and earn my license. I still have a long way to go before 
achieving my dream of flying for the airlines, but Iachieving my dream of flying for the airlines, but I’’m loving m loving 
every minute of the journey.every minute of the journey.
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JohannesburgJohannesburg’’s arid climate from its high s arid climate from its high 
elevation is evident in this photo.elevation is evident in this photo.
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Johannesburg O.R. Johannesburg O.R. TamboTambo International International 

Airport (JNB/FAJS)Airport (JNB/FAJS)
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Johannesburg O.R. Johannesburg O.R. TamboTambo International Airport is International Airport is 
the busiest airport in Africa, and served over 17.3 the busiest airport in Africa, and served over 17.3 
million passengers in 2006, 75million passengers in 2006, 75thth in the world.in the world.

Originally named after Jan Smuts (hence the ICAO Originally named after Jan Smuts (hence the ICAO 
airport code), the countryairport code), the country’’s Prime Minister for s Prime Minister for 
fourteen years and an opponent of apartheid, the fourteen years and an opponent of apartheid, the 
airport was not named after anyone starting in airport was not named after anyone starting in 
1994, when the South African government decided 1994, when the South African government decided 
not to allow naming airports after politicians. In 2006 not to allow naming airports after politicians. In 2006 
the restriction was lifted, and the airport is today the restriction was lifted, and the airport is today 
named after a famous African National Congress named after a famous African National Congress 
leader.leader.

A major hub for Comair and South African A major hub for Comair and South African 
Airways, the airport is one of the highest in the world, Airways, the airport is one of the highest in the world, 
at an altitude of 5558 ft. This often restricts the at an altitude of 5558 ft. This often restricts the 
range of departures from South Africa.range of departures from South Africa.

Like many airports in the Southern Hemisphere, Like many airports in the Southern Hemisphere, 
longhaul flights to Johannesburg typically arrive in the longhaul flights to Johannesburg typically arrive in the 
morning after an overnight flight, spend the day on morning after an overnight flight, spend the day on 
the ramp, and then depart again in the evening for a the ramp, and then depart again in the evening for a 
second overnight leg.second overnight leg.

SimAirline.net offers domestic service on British SimAirline.net offers domestic service on British 
Airways franchisee Comair and South African. InAirways franchisee Comair and South African. In

addition to these airlines, Delta, Pan American andaddition to these airlines, Delta, Pan American and
Virgin Nigeria also offer service within Africa. Most Virgin Nigeria also offer service within Africa. Most 
longhaul flights from Johannesburg are to Europe: longhaul flights from Johannesburg are to Europe: 
British Airways, KLM, Sabena, South African, British Airways, KLM, Sabena, South African, 
Swissair, and Virgin Atlantic together fly to eight Swissair, and Virgin Atlantic together fly to eight 
cities.cities.

Delta, Pan American, and South African offer Delta, Pan American, and South African offer 
service to three gateways in the U.S. Other longhaul service to three gateways in the U.S. Other longhaul 
services by Cathay Pacific, Emirates, South African, services by Cathay Pacific, Emirates, South African, 
Thai, and Varig exist to Bangkok Thai, and Varig exist to Bangkok SuvbarnabhumiSuvbarnabhumi, , 
Dubai, Hong Kong, Perth, Rio de Janeiro Galeao, Sao Dubai, Hong Kong, Perth, Rio de Janeiro Galeao, Sao 
Paulo Guarulhos, and Taipei. South African codeshare Paulo Guarulhos, and Taipei. South African codeshare 
flights with El Al to Tel Aviv are also available.flights with El Al to Tel Aviv are also available.

Interesting Facts:Interesting Facts:
--Johannesburg was the final destination of the first Johannesburg was the final destination of the first 
passenger jet flight, by a BOAC de Havilland Comet in passenger jet flight, by a BOAC de Havilland Comet in 
1952.1952.
--The airport was used as a test airport for Concorde The airport was used as a test airport for Concorde 
due to its high altitude.due to its high altitude.
--JohannesburgJohannesburg’’s remote location makes it home to s remote location makes it home to 
one of the worldone of the world’’s longest nonstop flights, South s longest nonstop flights, South 
AfricanAfrican’’s Washington Dulless Washington Dulles--Johannesburg service.Johannesburg service.

JNBJNB’’ss distance from most destinations distance from most destinations 
means that foreign airlines typically arrive in means that foreign airlines typically arrive in 
the morning and depart in the evening.the morning and depart in the evening.

Vivian A. Watts

Julian Whitelaw



Delta Air Lines: New York KennedyDelta Air Lines: New York Kennedy--London GatwickLondon Gatwick
After buying the rights to fly New YorkAfter buying the rights to fly New York--London from United in London from United in 
2005, Delta eagerly applied the Flight 1 tag to the route, calli2005, Delta eagerly applied the Flight 1 tag to the route, calling it the  ng it the  
““crown jewelcrown jewel”” of its New York hub.of its New York hub.

Emirates: DubaiEmirates: Dubai--London HeathrowLondon Heathrow
The largest market from the U.A.E. is London, to which Emirates The largest market from the U.A.E. is London, to which Emirates 
flies an impressive eight flights per day. The next largest airlflies an impressive eight flights per day. The next largest airline on ine on 
the route only flies three.the route only flies three.

Hawaiian Airlines: Los AngelesHawaiian Airlines: Los Angeles--HonoluluHonolulu
Southern CaliforniaSouthern California’’s largest gateway was a logical choice for s largest gateway was a logical choice for 
HawaiianHawaiian’’s lowests lowest--numbered flight.numbered flight.

Korean Air: Seoul IncheonKorean Air: Seoul Incheon--Tokyo NaritaTokyo Narita--Los AngelesLos Angeles
Korean Air has limited beyond rights from Japan, which it uses fKorean Air has limited beyond rights from Japan, which it uses for or 
this flight rather than its nonstop Los Angeles service.this flight rather than its nonstop Los Angeles service.

Midway: Raleigh/DurhamMidway: Raleigh/Durham--Washington ReaganWashington Reagan
MidwayMidway’’s bests best--performing route was to Washington, where it had a performing route was to Washington, where it had a 
40% market share.40% market share.

Northwest: Los AngelesNorthwest: Los Angeles--Tokyo NaritaTokyo Narita--Hong KongHong Kong
This summer, Northwest celebrated sixty years of service across This summer, Northwest celebrated sixty years of service across the the 
Pacific. Hong Kong is one of the airlinePacific. Hong Kong is one of the airline’’s most popular destinations s most popular destinations 
in Asia.in Asia.

Pan American: San FranciscoPan American: San Francisco--HonoluluHonolulu--Tokyo HanedaTokyo Haneda--Hong Hong 
KongKong--BangkokBangkok……IstanbulIstanbul……FrankfurtFrankfurt--London HeathrowLondon Heathrow--New New 
York KennedyYork Kennedy
PA1 and PA2 dominated global airline travel for decades. Even PA1 and PA2 dominated global airline travel for decades. Even 
when roundwhen round--thethe--world service declined and eventually ceased, this world service declined and eventually ceased, this 
flightflight’’s fame and legacy did not.s fame and legacy did not.

Virgin Atlantic: London HeathrowVirgin Atlantic: London Heathrow--NewarkNewark
Newark, not New York Kennedy? Yes, the airlineNewark, not New York Kennedy? Yes, the airline’’s first flight ever s first flight ever 
was to the thenwas to the then--uncrowdeduncrowded Newark.Newark.
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Air Canada: Toronto PearsonAir Canada: Toronto Pearson--Tokyo NaritaTokyo Narita
Air CanadaAir Canada’’s prime transpacific route is now flown with a brands prime transpacific route is now flown with a brand--
new 777new 777--300ER. This flight was for many years Air Canada300ER. This flight was for many years Air Canada’’s only s only 
nonstop service from Toronto to Asia.nonstop service from Toronto to Asia.

Air Tahiti Nui: Los AngelesAir Tahiti Nui: Los Angeles--PapeetePapeete
The airlineThe airline’’s first and busiest route, Los Angeles has been the s first and busiest route, Los Angeles has been the 
primary gateway to Tahiti, even from France, for decades.primary gateway to Tahiti, even from France, for decades.

Alaska: Washington ReaganAlaska: Washington Reagan--Seattle/TacomaSeattle/Tacoma--AnchorageAnchorage--
FairbanksFairbanks
Alaska received one of the first coveted Alaska received one of the first coveted ““perimeter exemptionperimeter exemption”” slots slots 
at Washington Reagan in 2001, and quickly gave it the honor of at Washington Reagan in 2001, and quickly gave it the honor of 
being Flight 1. The flight continues on to Alaska.being Flight 1. The flight continues on to Alaska.

All Nippon Airways: Washington DullesAll Nippon Airways: Washington Dulles--Tokyo NaritaTokyo Narita
After the traffic downturn of 2001, ANA combined its flights to After the traffic downturn of 2001, ANA combined its flights to 
Chicago and Washington. The Chicago flight was soon cut (but Chicago and Washington. The Chicago flight was soon cut (but 
recently resumed), while the successful Washington route remainerecently resumed), while the successful Washington route remained.d.

AOM: Paris OrlyAOM: Paris Orly--NiceNice
The busiest domestic route in France thanks to The busiest domestic route in France thanks to OrlyOrly’’ss location in location in 
Paris, AOM offered up to thirteen daily flights on this route.Paris, AOM offered up to thirteen daily flights on this route.

Concorde (Air France): Paris de GaulleConcorde (Air France): Paris de Gaulle--New York KennedyNew York Kennedy
Air France 001 was the airlineAir France 001 was the airline’’s premier Concorde flight for nearly s premier Concorde flight for nearly 
three decades.three decades.

Concorde (British Airways): London HeathrowConcorde (British Airways): London Heathrow--New York New York 
KennedyKennedy
Like Air France, British Airways put the Flight 1 tag on its higLike Air France, British Airways put the Flight 1 tag on its highesthest--
profile flight. In fact, Flights 1 through 4 were all Concorde fprofile flight. In fact, Flights 1 through 4 were all Concorde flights, lights, 
all since retired.all since retired.

Continental Airlines: Houston BushContinental Airlines: Houston Bush--HonoluluHonolulu--GuamGuam
Continental has a lucrative network in the form of its U.S.Continental has a lucrative network in the form of its U.S.--
Micronesia market, rights it received four decades ago.Micronesia market, rights it received four decades ago.

Nils Rosengaard

Looking After Number OneLooking After Number One
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Overzealous ExpansionOverzealous Expansion
Following airline deregulation, Braniff Following airline deregulation, Braniff 

International Airways quickly took advantage of its International Airways quickly took advantage of its 
new freedoms to expand its operations immenselynew freedoms to expand its operations immensely——
on one day alone, it began service on thirtyon one day alone, it began service on thirty--two two 
routes, including to sixteen new cities.routes, including to sixteen new cities.

One initiative of One initiative of BraniffBraniff’’ss expansion was to offer expansion was to offer 
interchange (see March 2007 interchange (see March 2007 LatitudeLatitude, p. 5) , p. 5) 
Concorde service to London and Paris in Concorde service to London and Paris in 
cooperation with both Air France and British cooperation with both Air France and British 
Airways. Starting on 12 January 1979, flights Airways. Starting on 12 January 1979, flights 
between between BraniffBraniff’’ss main hub at Dallas/Ft. Worth and main hub at Dallas/Ft. Worth and 
Washington Dulles would be flown by Braniff Washington Dulles would be flown by Braniff 
crews, while the transatlantic segments were flown crews, while the transatlantic segments were flown 
by their European counterparts.by their European counterparts.

Concorde was supposed to be painted one side Concorde was supposed to be painted one side 
with the Braniff livery, but this never actually with the Braniff livery, but this never actually 
happened. Because U.S. regulations require that only happened. Because U.S. regulations require that only 
U.S.U.S.--registered and registered and ––owned aircraft can offer owned aircraft can offer 
domestic service, the domestic service, the ““FF”” or or ““GG”” of international of international 
registrations were covered up when flying within the registrations were covered up when flying within the 
U.S. For instance, GU.S. For instance, G--N81AC became N81AC. The N81AC became N81AC. The 
aircraft was also aircraft was also ““soldsold”” to Braniff for the times of to Braniff for the times of 
the flight.the flight.

For the first day of service, one Concorde from For the first day of service, one Concorde from 
each airline landed parallel and simultaneous each airline landed parallel and simultaneous 
approaches at Dallas/Ft. Worth, much as they had at approaches at Dallas/Ft. Worth, much as they had at 
Washington Dulles several years before. This Washington Dulles several years before. This 
inaugurated the first interchange service between inaugurated the first interchange service between 
U.S. and foreign airlines.U.S. and foreign airlines.

BraniffBraniff’’ss experience with Concorde ended the experience with Concorde ended the 
following summer, as the aircraft had high operating following summer, as the aircraft had high operating 
costs, load factors were just 20%, and Braniff was costs, load factors were just 20%, and Braniff was 
entering a period of financial distress, eventually entering a period of financial distress, eventually 
closing in 1982.closing in 1982.

Connecting the CommonwealthConnecting the Commonwealth
ConcordeConcorde’’s first destination was always intended to s first destination was always intended to 
be New York, but the Port Authority would not be New York, but the Port Authority would not 
allow the aircraft due to noise concerns. While Air allow the aircraft due to noise concerns. While Air 
France began flying Concorde to South America, France began flying Concorde to South America, 
British Airways looked east to its former colonies, British Airways looked east to its former colonies, 
with the eventual goal of flying to Hong Kong, with the eventual goal of flying to Hong Kong, 
Singapore, and Sydney.Singapore, and Sydney.

British AirwaysBritish Airways’’ first Concorde flight was to first Concorde flight was to 
Bahrain, which would become a stopover en route Bahrain, which would become a stopover en route 
to Singapore. Most of this flight was over land, to Singapore. Most of this flight was over land, 
requiring a speed of M 0.95. Supersonic flights over requiring a speed of M 0.95. Supersonic flights over 
the Arabian Desert ended after complaints that the Arabian Desert ended after complaints that 
camels stopped breeding due to the supersonic camels stopped breeding due to the supersonic 
boom.boom.

On 9 December 1977, British Airways and On 9 December 1977, British Airways and 
Singapore Airlines began an early form of Singapore Airlines began an early form of 
codesharing on the London Heathrowcodesharing on the London Heathrow--BahrainBahrain--
Singapore Singapore PayaPaya LebarLebar ((ChangiChangi had not yet opened) had not yet opened) 
route, cutting the travel time to nine hours. route, cutting the travel time to nine hours. 
Operations were managed by British Airways, while Operations were managed by British Airways, while 
flight attendants were split between the two.flight attendants were split between the two.

The Concorde devoted to the route was painted The Concorde devoted to the route was painted 
with the Singapore livery on the left side, but the with the Singapore livery on the left side, but the 
route was cut just four days after starting because of route was cut just four days after starting because of 
noise complaints from the Malaysian government.noise complaints from the Malaysian government.

The livery stayed though, and the Singapore The livery stayed though, and the Singapore 
service resumed on 24 January 1979 thanks to a new service resumed on 24 January 1979 thanks to a new 
routing that avoided flying over Malaysia. However, routing that avoided flying over Malaysia. However, 
it ended for good on 1 November 1980 because of it ended for good on 1 November 1980 because of 
major losses and low loads on the route. The goal of major losses and low loads on the route. The goal of 
connecting the world via Concorde was never met, connecting the world via Concorde was never met, 
much like the 19much like the 19thth centurycentury’’s unfinished dream of the s unfinished dream of the 
CapeCape--toto--Cairo railroad.Cairo railroad.

Out of the OrdinaryOut of the Ordinary
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SimAirline.net TriviaSimAirline.net Trivia
One trivia submission may be made per One trivia submission may be made per 
pilot in the pilot in the topictopic in the Latitude Discussion in the Latitude Discussion 
section of the Message Boards. The first section of the Message Boards. The first 
correct responder for each question will be correct responder for each question will be 
announced in the following monthannounced in the following month’’s issue.s issue.

This monthThis month’’s questions:s questions:
1. What airline and aircraft is the oldest ever 1. What airline and aircraft is the oldest ever 
included in included in SimAirline.netSimAirline.net’’ss operations?operations?

2. Aside from Pan American Flight 1/2, what 2. Aside from Pan American Flight 1/2, what 
is the longest SimAirline.net route (stops is the longest SimAirline.net route (stops 
allowed) with a single flight number?allowed) with a single flight number?

3. What is the highest elevation destination 3. What is the highest elevation destination 
served by SimAirline.net?served by SimAirline.net?

Customer service, courtesy of Spirit Customer service, courtesy of Spirit 
Airlines: CEO Ben Airlines: CEO Ben BaldanzaBaldanza recently click recently click 
““reply to allreply to all”” on an email and inadvertently on an email and inadvertently 
sent the following to a firstsent the following to a first--time customer: time customer: 
““Please respond, Pasquale, but we owe him Please respond, Pasquale, but we owe him 
nothing as far as I'm concerned. Let him tell nothing as far as I'm concerned. Let him tell 
the world how bad we are. He's never flown the world how bad we are. He's never flown 
us before anyway and will be back when we us before anyway and will be back when we 
save him a penny. save him a penny. ““

United Parcel Service celebrated its 100United Parcel Service celebrated its 100thth

anniversary last month by presenting each anniversary last month by presenting each 
of its 420,000 employees with a threeof its 420,000 employees with a three--inch inch 
bar from the melted airframe of its first bar from the melted airframe of its first 
aircraft, a 727aircraft, a 727--100 purchased in 1981.100 purchased in 1981.

Art Brett

Chris Banyai-Riepl

Northwest Airlines will retire its last 747Northwest Airlines will retire its last 747--
200 from passenger service on 1 200 from passenger service on 1 
September. The type flew for the airline for September. The type flew for the airline for 
36 years, but will remain in service at the 36 years, but will remain in service at the 
airlineairline’’s cargo division.s cargo division.

Gerhard Plomitzer


